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1. The Journal of World Buddhist Cultures (JWBC) publishes scholarly articles on history, 

philosophy, culture, and other fields related to Buddhism as well as translation studies, 

commentaries, and reviews of books in the field of Buddhist studies.  

 

2. Manuscripts for publication in the JWBC must not be published in or submitted for another 

journal or the equivalent thereof.  

 

3. The JWBC calls for contributions in English and Japanese. Researchers with Ph.D. degrees 

or equivalent are encouraged to submit to the journal. Those who intend to submit their 

manuscripts should send a 300 word (400 characters in Japanese) abstract as well as a CV to 

the editorial board in order to obtain approval by one of the faculty members at Ryukoku 

University or the editorial board (rcwbc-ejournal@ad.ryukoku.ac.jp). 

 

4. The schedule for submission is announced on the RCWBC website.  

 

5. Contributors should consult the Author Guidelines available on the RCWBC website, before 

submitting manuscripts.  

 

6. A manuscript including graphs and diagrams should not exceed 6,000 words (20,000 

characters in Japanese). The abstract is not included in this limit. 

 

7. A 200-300 word English abstract must be submitted along with a manuscript. For those whose 

first language is not English, proofreading is required.  

 

8. Decisions regarding acceptance of manuscripts are made through a peer-reviewing process 

overseen by the editorial board. 

 

9. The copyright of an accepted manuscript belongs to the RCWBC. If a contributor plans to 

submit an accepted manuscript for publication anywhere else or to translate it, s/he is required 

to get authorization from the center. In principal, the center allows a contributor to use his/her 

own work without fees.  

 

10. Manuscripts accepted to the JWBC are published on the RCWBC website, in the form of PDF 

files or other electronic formats. A few hard copies may be produced. In addition, the RCWBC 

may offer publication information to archives organized by other research institutes.  

 


